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Abstract
A Bayesian belief network models a joint distribution over variables using a DAG to represent variable dependencies and net-
work parameters to represent the conditional probability of each variable given an assignment to its immediate parents. Existing
algorithms assume each network parameter is fixed. From a Bayesian perspective, however, these network parameters can be ran-
dom variables that reflect uncertainty in parameter estimates, arising because the parameters are learned from data, or because they
are elicited from uncertain experts.
Belief networks are commonly used to compute responses to queries—i.e., return a number for P(H = h |E = e). Parameter
uncertainty induces uncertainty in query responses, which are thus themselves random variables. This paper investigates this query
response distribution, and shows how to accurately model this distribution for any query and any network structure. In particular,
we prove that the query response is asymptotically Gaussian and provide its mean value and asymptotic variance. Moreover, we
present an algorithm for computing these quantities that has the same worst-case complexity as inference in general, and also
describe straight-line code when the query includes all n variables. We provide empirical evidence that (1) our approximation of
the variance is very accurate, and (2) a Beta distribution with these moments provides a very accurate model of the observed query
response distribution. We also show how to use this to produce accurate error bars around these responses—i.e., to determine that
the response to P(H= h |E = e) is x ± y with confidence 1 − δ.
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Bayesian belief nets (BNs), which provide a succinct model of a joint probability distribution, are used in an
ever increasing range of applications [13]. They are typically built by first finding an appropriate structure (either by
interviewing an expert, or by selecting a good model from training data), and then using a training sample to estimate
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P(Cancer=true |Smoke=true, Gender=male). These responses clearly depend on the training sample used
to instantiate the parameters, in that different training samples will produce different parameters, which will lead to
different responses.
This paper investigates how variability within a sample induces variance in a query response, and presents a tech-
nique for estimating the posterior distribution of the query responses produced by a belief net. Stated informally, our
goal is an algorithm that takes
• a belief net structure that we assume is correct (i.e., an I -map of the true distribution D [34])
• a prior distribution over the network parameters Θ
• a data sample S generated from D
• a query of the form “What is q(Θ) = P(H= h |E = e,Θ)?”
and returns both the expected value and the approximate variance of the query response q(Θ), based on the posterior
distribution of parameters given the sample. By using these moments and an appropriate distributional form, we
approximate the density of q(Θ), from which we can produce explicit [L,U ] ⊆ [0,1] bounds such that 100(1 − δ)%
of the posterior density is within the interval. In other words, the algorithm returns both a point-estimate of the answer
and error bars around it.
There are many other ways to use this variance around a query response. (1) In general, a good classifier should
minimize Mean Squared Error, which can be expressed as “Bias2 + Variance” [36]. The results in this paper provide
a way to compute variance, which we then used as part of the Bias2 + Variance measure to estimate the quality of
different belief net structures, when seeking the best classifier. Empirical evidence [18] suggests that this measure is,
in fact, one of the most effective discriminative model selection criteria. (2) The maximum likelihood approach to
combining the responses of various independent belief net classifiers Pj involves weighting their respective (mean)
probabilities by 1/variance; i.e., P ∗(hi |e) ∝ ∑j Pj (hi | e)/varj (hi |e). We [32] show that this works very well in
practice. (3) We could use query variance to detect outliers, as it could help differentiate sampling variation from true
outliers [33]. (4) In classification, high probability is frequently taken as a proxy for confidence. Error bars provide a
more statistically rigorous measure of confidence. For example, imagine we have determined that action1 (e.g., “apply
treatmentX”) is optimal if P(+c | e) > 0.5, as this condition means action1 maximizes expected utility (MEU) [27].
In the “traditional view”, we would be more comfortable taking action1 for larger values of P(+c | e)—e.g., more
confident given e′ if P(+c | e′) = 0.7, versus e′′ when P(+c | e′′) = 0.6. Now imagine we know that P(+c | e′) =
0.7±0.5 and P(+c | e′′) = 0.6±0.001. In either case, the MEU response is still to take action1, as the expected utility
depends only on the expected value of the response, but not on other characteristics of the posterior distribution.
However, we should be more confident in taking this action in the second situation, e′′, as there is less “probability
mass” on the other side of the 0.5 decision boundary. This could also be useful when making decisions in safety-critical
scenarios, as this analysis can help to quantify the chance of a bad outcome, after taking the appropriate action—“good
decision, bad outcome”. (5) Finally, if an expert is available to also provide the query response, error bars can be used
to validate a given belief net structure. For example, if an expert claims that P(B = 1 |D = 0, C = 1) = 0.5 but our
technique asserts that this response is in [0.26, 0.34] with 99% confidence, then we may question the validity of the
network. However, if our technique instead asserts that this response is in [0.17, 0.58] with 99% confidence, we may
not need to question the network structure.
This paper provides a way to quantify this variance of a response. In particular, we show how to approximate
the posterior distribution of the query response, from which credible intervals (“Bayesian error-bars”) can be readily
computed. The overall process is shown in Fig. 1. We begin with a network structure, with a prior on its parameters.
The COMPUTEPOSTERIOR routine uses a data sample to perform a Bayesian update of this prior, yielding a posterior
distribution over the network parameters. Next, the MEANVAR algorithm calculates the mean and approximate vari-
ance of the query response. Finally, the COMPUTEERRORBAR routine uses these moments to produce a model of the
posterior distribution of the query response, from which it computes a 1 − δ credible interval. The COMPUTEPOSTE-
RIOR and COMPUTEERRORBAR subroutines are well understood; our main contribution is defining and implementing
MEANVAR.
Section 2 provides the required background: defining belief nets and describing the Bayesian framework we use.
This section also describes the COMPUTEPOSTERIOR and COMPUTEERRORBARS steps. Section 3 presents the the-
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oretical justification for MEANVAR. Given a set of explicitly specified assumptions, we prove that the query response
distribution is asymptotically univariate Gaussian, and provide a closed-form formula for its asymptotic variance.1
This theorem is the basis for our approximation of the posterior distribution.
Section 4 presents an algorithm, MEANVAR, for computing these variances: In particular, it first describes the
BUCKELIM+ algorithm (an extension of the well-known Bucket Elimination algorithm [14]) that computes both the
response and also the derivative of the response wrt each of the CPtable entries; MEANVAR uses these derivatives for
computing our approximation to the variance. This section provides theorems that state that the algorithm is correct,
and that its asymptotic computational cost is the same as inference. Appendix A analyzes the special case where
the query P(H = h |E = e) is “complete”, in that E specifies a value for every variable except H. It also provides a
straightforward linear-time algorithm for this case.
While our variance approximation is asymptotically accurate, it is not clear whether our error bar algorithm will
work well in practice, especially for a small sample, as our approximation is only first-order, and COMPUTEERROR-
BAR inherits the assumption that the posterior query response will be Gaussian. We therefore perform experiments,
based on Monte Carlo simulations, over a range of belief net structures and queries. The results, described in Section 5,
suggest that (1) our approximation to the variance is acceptable, but (2) the resulting distribution is not well-modeled
under the Gaussian assumption. This negative result is not surprising: The response is a probability and so must be in
the [0,1] interval; however a Gaussian distribution can have significant mass outside [0,1]. We therefore considered
approximating the query response with a Beta distribution, and found that this produces more accurate error bars.
Section 6 surveys relevant work, to place our results in context. Appendix B provides proofs for the claims made
in this paper. Given the abundance of notation, we provide a list of symbols in Fig. 3. Further details, along with
complete results, inputs, experimental parameters, and raw data, are available in the webpage [20].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Belief nets
We assume there is a fixed underlying distribution over n discrete random variables {X1, . . . ,Xn}, which we denote
as the underlying distribution or the event distribution.
We encode the event distribution as a belief net2 〈V, A, Θ〉 that consists of a directed acyclic graph (DAG) whose
nodes V represent variables and whose directed arcsA represent dependencies between variables. The 〈V, A〉 network
structure encodes the independency relationships between variables in the underlying distribution—i.e., a node is
independent of its non-descendants, given an assignment to its immediate parents. Each node C ∈ V is also associated
1 Essentially, “asymptotic” refers to a sufficiently large sample; see Theorem 2.
2 Also known as Bayesian network, Bayesian belief network, probability net.
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with a conditional probability table, called its “CPtable”, that specifies Θc|f = P(C= c |F = f ) for each value c ∈ C
and each assignment f to its set of parents F [34]. That is, a belief network factors the underlying distribution into
the product of these conditional probabilities. While we will typically view each CPtable as a table, it is useful in
Section 4 to view it as a function that maps each assignment of the variables {C} ∪ F to the associated probability
value P(C= c |F = f ) ∈ [0,1].
Fig. 2 provides an example of a belief network. As a function, the CPtable for B is denoted fB(a, b); in the
row view, as ΘB=1|A=0 = 0.412 and ΘB=0|A=0 = 0.588. As ΘB|A=0 is a distribution, the row entries must sum to∑
b ΘB=b|A=0 = 1, and so ΘB=0|A=0 is implicitly defined by ΘB=1|A=0. We let Θ = {Θc|f} denote the set of all
CPtable rows.
In addition to providing a compact representation of a joint distribution, belief nets are used to effectively compute
marginal and conditional probabilities. A query is a question of the form “What is P(H= h |E = e)?” and the answer
(a real number in [0,1]) is known as a query response.3 In this paper we assume the network structure is fixed, and so
for a particular query the answer depends only on the network parameters Θ ; cf., Eq. (16) in Section 5.1, associated
with the Diamond network on Fig. 2. To emphasize this relationship, we will use qh|e(Θ) = q(Θ) to denote the
response to the query P(h | e,Θ), as a function of the parameters Θ .
2.2. COMPUTEPOSTERIOR: Learning network parameters
We view Θ as a random vector, and follow the Bayesian view of parameter learning by placing a prior on Θ , and
then integrating the data to yield the posterior distribution of Θ ; see Fig. 4. We will assume the rows are independent
(see Definition 1 (part 2) in Section 3), in that each row ΘC|f is independent of every other row. Hence, the prior
over Θ can be decomposed into priors on each row. Following standard practice [22], we will assume that each row
is Dirichlet distributed: ΘC|f ∼ Dir(mC=c1|f, . . . ,mC=cr |f) where each mC=ci |f > 0.4 An alternative notation for the
same Dirichlet distribution is
ΘC|f = 〈ΘC=c1|f, . . . ,ΘC=cr |f〉 ∼ Dir(mC|F=f; ΘˆC=c1|f, . . . , ΘˆC=cr |f) (1)
where
mC|f =
∑
i
mC=ci |f and ΘˆC=ci |f =
mC=ci |f
mC|f
(2)
mC|f is called the effective sample size of the distribution and each ΘˆC=c|f = E[ΘC=c|f] is the expected value of
ΘC=c|f [9].
3 We allow for the conditioning event, E = e, to involve no variables to allow unconditional queries of the form P(H = h). Also, while our
notation “H= h” suggests that our approach works only when there is a single query variable, note that everything holds when dealing with a set
of query variables—i.e., P(H1 = h1, . . . ,Hr = hr |E = e).
4 A Dirichlet distribution with only two parameters is also known as a Beta distribution, which we will denote as Be(a, b).
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BUCKELIM Bucket elimination algorithm for computing the expected value of a query response; Section 4.1
BUCKELIM+ Variant of the bucket elimination algorithm that computes the expected value of a query response and the
derivatives {q(c|f)h|e (Θˆ)}c,f; Section 4.2
COMPUTEPOSTERIOR Computes the posterior distribution over the network parameters; Section 2.2
COMPUTEERRORBARS Computes the actual (Bayesian) error bars, based on the distribution; Section 2.3
MEANVAR Computes the mean and variance of the response; Section 4
Belief nets
D Underlying distribution from which the data was drawn
n Number of nodes/variables in the belief net
k Total number of CPtable rows (over entire network)
C Capital letters denote nodes in the belief net (or equivalently the variables they represent). Bold denotes
a set of variables—e.g., F
C= c Lowercase letters denote an assignment to a variable. If the assignment is to a single binary variable, then
{+c,−c} denotes the two values
(C, f) Refers to the CPtable row of variable C, corresponding to parental assignment F = f
Θ = {ΘC|f}C,f Set of all network parameters, over the entire network
ΘC|f = ΘC|F=f CPtable row ΘC|f = 〈Θc1|f, . . . ,Θc|f〉
Θc|f = ΘC=c|F=f Single network parameter, corresponding to P(C= c |F = f )
Θˆ = E[Θ] Expected values of network parameters
mC|F=f Effective sample size, associated with the CPtable row ΘC|F=f (Eq. (2))
qh | e(Θ) = q(Θ) Query response as function of parameters, for fixed implicit belief net structure, and fixed implicit query
P(H= h |E = e,Θ)
q(c|f)(Θ) = ∂q(Θ)
∂Θc|f Derivative of query response with respect to formal parameter Θc|f (Eq. (6))
σ 2h|e = σ 2h|e(Θ) Variance of the query response
σ˜ 2h|e = σ˜ 2h|e(Θ) Approximate variance of the query response (Eq. (7))
vh|e(C|f) Contribution to the variance of query P(h | e) due to CPtable row ΘC|F=f (Eq. (8))
BUCKELIM and BUCKELIM+ (Section 4)
bXi , b∅ “Buckets” for holding tables, including the CPtables
fi,j (·) Function belonging to bucket bXi
Join(F) Join of the functions f ∈F
Elim(X,f ) Marginalizes the variable X from table f
maxIndex(f ) Largest index of the variables within Scheme(f ) (Eq. (11))
y Query response y = q(Θ) = P(H= h |E = e,Θ)
Fig. 3. Notation.
Consider the density of ΘC|A=1 in Fig. 2. Assume the prior density is Dir(1,1) and we have a complete data
set—i.e., every instance in the set specifies the value of all variables. Only instances with A = 1 can contribute to
ΘC|A=1’s posterior. Moreover, the values of C are multinomially distributed within the selected sample. If there are
34 instances where A = 1, of which 8 have C = 1 and 26 have C = 0, then the posterior distribution of ΘC|A=1 is
Dir(1 + 8,1 + 26) = Dir(9, 27), which corresponds to the first row of C’s CPtable shown in Fig. 2. This is because a
Bayesian update of a Dirichlet prior with multinomial data yields a Dirichlet posterior—i.e., the Dirichlet distribution
is the conjugate prior for multinomial distributions [43].
Bayesian parameter learning in belief networks consists of updating each row in this fashion. In the absence of
prior knowledge a uniform prior, Dir(1, . . . ,1), over each row is often used. (Note this distribution is “flat”; that
is, every assignment is equally likely.) Frequently, the posterior Dirichlet row distributions are replaced by their
expectations. In the above example, ΘC|A=1 ∼ Dir(9, 27) would be reduced to ΘˆC|A=1 = 〈0.25, 0.75〉. Replacing
the posterior row distributions with their expectations effectively ignores parameter uncertainty. When the network
parameters are fixed real numbers, the query response will be a real number. However, uncertain network parameters
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will induce a distribution over the query response; that is, if Θ is a random variable, then q(Θ) is also a random
variable. Furthermore, Cooper and Herskovits [9] have shown that, under our assumptions (Definition 1),
E
[
q(Θ)
]= q(E[Θ])= q(Θˆ) (3)
That is, the posterior expectation of q(Θ) is simply the query response on the network with mean parameters. Recall
that Θˆ = 〈Θˆ1, . . . , Θˆr 〉 is encoded in the posterior row distributions, Dir(mC|f; Θˆ1, . . . , Θˆr ) in Eq. (1).
There are a number of algorithms for computing the query response when the network parameters are fixed values.
Section 4 will describe the one we will use below, Bucket Elimination. Such algorithms calculate the expected value
of the response qh|e(Θˆ) but do not provide the variance:
σ 2h|e = E
[(
qh|e(Θ)− qh|e(Θˆ)
)2]
Theorem 2 provides an asymptotic form for this variance, and Section 4 describes an algorithm, MEANVAR, that can
effectively compute this quantity in general.
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COMPUTEERRORBARS uses the mean and variance of a query response to estimate the posterior distribution of
q(Θ), which is then used to construct approximate Bayesian credible regions (error bars). This depends on the actual
form of the distribution; here we consider two classes, Normal and Beta. In the latter case, we need to find the Beta
parameters α and β that correspond to a given mean μ and variance σ 2, namely
α = μμ(1 −μ)− σ
2
σ 2
and β = (1 −μ)μ(1 −μ)− σ
2
σ 2
(4)
(If either α or β is non-positive, then the associated density function is not well-defined. Also, if either parameter is
less than 1, associated density has mode(s) at 0 and/or 1.)
For any distribution D and any δ ∈ (0,1), a 1 − δ credible region for the query response is a set ω(D) such
that P(q(Θ) ∈ ω(D)) = 1 − δ. While there are infinitely many credible intervals on a continuous distribution, our
COMPUTEERRORBARS system chooses contiguous intervals of the form [L,U ] such that the mass below the lower
bound L equals the mass above the upper bound U . Letting CDF−1(·;qh|e(Θ)) denote the inverse cumulative density
function of our model of qh|e(Θ), then
L = CDF−1
(
δ
2
; qh|e(Θ)
)
U = CDF−1
(
1 − δ
2
; qh|e(Θ)
)
Note that nothing in our framework precludes the use of other criteria for interval selection (e.g., shortest contiguous
1 − δ interval).
3. The posterior distribution of a response
The MEANVAR subroutine requires an effective way to compute the variance of the response σ˜ 2h|e = σ˜ 2h|e(Θ).
Our main theorem provides a closed-form expression for (an asymptotic approximation of) this quantity, given the
following assumptions:
Definition 1. The independent Dirichlet property with respect to a DAG 〈V,A〉 holds under the following condi-
tions:
(1) True Structure: 〈V, A〉 is an I-map of the underlying joint distribution [34]—i.e., every independence claim
implied by the graph holds in the underlying distribution.
(2) Parameter Independence: The distribution of a variable conditioned on one assignment to its parents is indepen-
dent of the distribution conditioned on any other assignment to its parents. That is, if f1 = f2, then ΘC|f1 and
ΘC|f2 are independent (local parameter independence). Furthermore, the local conditional probability tables are
independent of one another (global parameter independence); see [39].
(3) Dirichlet Assumption: The distribution of a variable given an assignment to its parents is Dirichlet distributed:
ΘC|F=f ∼ Dir(mC=c1|f, . . . ,mC=cr |f).
(4) Non-degenerate Posterior Means: The expected posterior parameters Θˆc|f are strictly between 0 and 1.5
Note these assumptions conform with those made in maximum a posteriori learning of belief network parame-
ters [22].
As we are assuming that each network parameter ΘC=c|F=f = Θc|f is a random variable, the query response is a
function of the network parameters, and is thus itself a random variable. We will continue to use Θˆ = {Θˆc|f} = E[Θ]
to refer the expected value of the parameters, under the posterior distribution, conditioned implicitly on observed data
and/or expert opinion.
5 We discuss this constraint below—both after the statement of Theorem 2 and also following its proof in Appendix B.
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instantiation of the network parameters to a real number in [0,1]. For example, the query q+a|+b(Θ) = P(+a | +b,Θ)
from Fig. 26 can be viewed as
q+a|+b(Θ) = q+a|+b(Θ+a|{}, Θ−a|{}, Θ+b|+a, . . .)
= Θ+b|+a ×Θ+a|{}
Θ+b|+a ×Θ+a|{} +Θ+b|−a ×Θ−a|{} (5)
For each network parameter Θc|f ∈ Θ , we can consider the partial derivative of the query with respect to that parame-
ter:
q(c|f)(θ) = ∂q(Θ)
∂Θc|f
∣∣∣∣
θ
(6)
which is functional in θ and so can be evaluated at any specific instantiation of the network parameters. Using the
q+a|+b(Θ) function from Eq. (5), observe that
q(+b|+a)(Θ) = Θ+a|{} × (Θ+b|+aΘ+a|{} + Θ+b|−aΘ−a|{}) − (Θ+b|+aΘ+a|{})
(Θ+b|+aΘ+a|{} + Θ+b|−aΘ−a|{})2
We can now state our main technical result:
Theorem 2. Given the “independent Dirichlet property wrt a given DAG” assumption, the posterior mean of qh | e(Θ)
is E[qh | e(Θ)] = qh | e(Θˆ). Now consider an asymptotic framework where min{mC|f} → ∞ while the posterior means
Θˆc|f remain fixed at values strictly between 0 and 1, and let
σ˜ 2h|e =
∑
(C,F=f)
1
1 +mC|f vh|e(C|f) (7)
vh|e(C|f) =
(∑
c∈C
q
(c|F=f)
h|e (Θˆ)
2 Θˆc|F=f
)
−
(∑
c∈C
q
(c|F=f)
h|e (Θˆ) Θˆc|F=f
)2
(8)
Under this framework, the standardized random variable
qh | e(Θ) − qh | e(Θˆ)
σ˜h|e
(9)
converges in distribution to the standard Normal distribution N (0,1).
Given the form of Eq. (9), we see that σ˜ 2h|e (Eq. (7)) corresponds to the asymptotic variance. (Recall from Eq. (3)
that q(Θˆ) = E[q(Θ)] is the mean.)
Each summation in Eq. (8) is over values of a particular variable C—so if this variable is binary, each sum will
involve one term for +c and another for −c.
The summation in Eq. (7) is over all CPtable rows; hence for the Diamond network in Fig. 2, this would involve
9 terms, corresponding to 9 different vh|e(C|f) values: {vh|e(A|{}), vh|e(B| + a), vh|e(B| − a), . . . , vh|e(D| − b,−c)}.
Moreover, this vh|e(C|f) is 0 whenever q(c|f)h|e (Θˆ) = 0 for each c ∈ C, which happens whenever this CPtable row is
not involved in computing qh|e(Θ) = P(h | e,Θ)—e.g., when this C is d-separated from the query (i.e., H⊥C,F|E) or
when C is a barren node (i.e., neither it nor any of its descendants are instantiated in this query [31]); see Appendix A.
As an extreme case, imagine the query corresponded to a single CPtable entry; e.g., in Fig. 2, the query was q+b|+a =
P(+b | + a). Here only v+b|+a(B| + a) is relevant; the value of v+b|+a(C|f) is 0 for the terms corresponding to the
other 8 CPtable rows (C, f). As q(+b|+a)+b|+a (Θˆ) = 1 and q(−b|+a)+b|+a (Θˆ) = 0 for this query,
6 This corresponds to Q2 from Eq. (16).
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(∑
b∈B
q
(b|+a)
+b|+a (Θˆ)
2 Θˆb|+a
)
−
(∑
b∈B
q
(b|+a)
+b|+a (Θˆ) Θˆb|+a
)2
= (12 · Θˆ+b|+a + 02 · Θˆ−b|+a)− (1 · Θˆ+b|+a + 0 · Θˆ−b|+a)2
= (Θˆ+b|+a)− (Θˆ+b|+a)2 = Θˆ+b|+a × Θˆ−b|+a
which means the variance associated for this q+b|+a query is
σ˜ 2+b|+a =
1
1 +mB|+a [Θˆ+b|+a × Θˆ−b|+a]
which as expected is exactly the variance associated with a single Dirichlet distributed variable Dir(mB|+a; Θˆ+b|+a,
Θˆ−b|+a)—i.e., here Eq. (7) is exact and not just an approximation. Hooper [24] generalizes this to other situations
where Eq. (7) is exact. (Appendix A provides another class of situations where it is easy to compute σ˜ 2h|e.)
Eqs. (7) and (8) show that σ˜ 2h|e adds up the influence of each Θc|f on the query P(h | e), which is based on the
derivative q(c|f)h|e (Θˆ), weighted by (1+mC|f)−1. So while mC|f is the same for each query, this variance will be different
for different queries, as these derivatives will differ.
While Appendix B provides the full proof, we note here that both the asymptotic normality and the derivation of
approximate variance (Eq. (7)) employ a first-order Taylor expansion of the function q(Θ) about the posterior mean
Θˆ . The conditions on Θˆc|f and mC|f ensure that this first-order approximation is asymptotically valid. Comment#1
after the proof in Appendix B discusses possible violations of these assumptions.
We can also use Eq. (7) to understand how to deal with “fixed” CPtable rows—i.e., specific Θc|f entries that
correspond to definitions, and so can be viewed as constants rather than variables. Here, this corresponds to us-
ing an effectively infinite mC|f value, which means this row will contribute 11+mC|f vh|e(C|f) ≈ 0 to the variance
approximation—i.e., Eq. (7)’s summation can simply ignore these CPtable rows. Here, we can of course allow a
CPtable entry to be deterministic—i.e., 0 or 1.
Section 4 presents an algorithm that can compute both the mean and variance of the query response in
O(n · exp(w)), where n is the number of variables in the network and w is the induced tree width [14]. This is
the same worst-case complexity as inference alone.
3.1. The Beta approximation to the posterior
Theorem 2 suggests using a Normal distribution to approximate the response posterior distribution; however, the
response is confined to [0,1], whereas a Normal distribution has positive density on the entire real line. When the
variance is large, the Normal approximation may deviate considerably from the true posterior. Furthermore, we expect
the response distribution may often be skewed when its mean is near 0 or 1. It may therefore make sense to use a Beta
distribution instead, as it is confined to [0,1], can model skewed distributions, and when standardized, it converges in
Fig. 5. MEANVAR Process (including BUCKELIM+).
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quantities σ 2 to the Beta distribution’s α and β parameters.
4. Computing the variance: BUCKELIM+ and MEANVAR
Eqs. (7) and (8) within Theorem 2 approximate the variance of the response. This section sketches the MEANVAR
algorithm (Fig. 5) for computing this approximate variance. In particular, these equations involve the derivative of
the response with respect to each parameter. The BUCKELIM+ algorithm, appearing in Section 4.2, computes these
values. That section also presents theorems showing the correctness and efficiency of this algorithm. As BUCKELIM+
is basically an extension of the Bucket Elimination algorithm, we first review that algorithm in Section 4.1. Finally,
Section 4.3 presents some remaining issues; in particular, it explicitly describes how the results of the BUCKELIM+
algorithm can be used to compute the variance.
There are many ways to optimize our overall MEANVAR system. First, note that MEANVAR uses BUCKELIM+
which in turn is based on BUCKELIM. As BUCKELIM is a standard, well-studied algorithm, there are now a number
of known effective optimizations, including graph reduction, heuristics for finding a good ordering, etc.; each of
these translates directly to an improvement to BUCKELIM+ and hence to MEANVAR. Second, we can also find other
insights by squinting at Eq. (8). In particular, Appendix A provides straight-line code that applies to the special case
when the query is complete (i.e., when the evidence includes all variables except the query variable).
4.1. Bucket elimination algorithm, BUCKELIM
The bucket elimination algorithm BUCKELIM [14] is an elegant framework for belief net inference in general,
which uses non-serial dynamic programming to iteratively eliminate variables by marginalization.
Notation. We must first introduce the notation of a table, which is a function mapping a set of named variables to .
For example,
f (A,B) =
a b f (A = a,B = b)
1 1 0.30
1 0 0.70
0 1 0.91
0 0 0.09
Notice this table corresponds to the ΘB|A function shown in Fig. 2. A table’s input variables are called its scheme;
here Scheme(f ) = {A,B}.
We next define two operations on tables, Join(·) and Elim(·, ·). The join operation combines a set of tables into a
new table: Letting h = Join(F), then Scheme(h) =⋃f∈F Scheme(f ) is the union of the variables of the tables, and
h’s values are
h(x) =
∏
f∈F
f (x|Scheme(f ))
where “x|S” denotes the projection of an assignment x ∈ X onto a subset of its variables S ⊆ X; e.g.,
〈A = 1,B = 0,C = 0〉|{A,C} = 〈A = 1,C = 0〉. Thus, the value of h on x is the product of the f ∈ Fs evaluated
on the projections of x onto the scheme for that f . We will often simplify our notation by using Join(f, g) as an
abbreviation for Join({f,g}), etc. Note Join({f }) = f and Join({}) is undefined. To make this Join more concrete,
consider the table
g(A,C) =
a c g(A = a,C = c)
1 1 0.22
1 0 0.78
0 1 0.99
0 0 0.01
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h(A,B,C) =
a b c h(A = a,B = b,C = c)
1 1 1 0.3 × 0.22
1 1 0 0.3 × 0.78
1 0 1 0.7 × 0.22
1 0 0 0.7 × 0.78
0 1 1 0.91 × 0.99
0 1 0 0.91 × 0.01
0 0 1 0.09 × 0.99
0 0 0 0.09 × 0.01
This operation is similar to the relational join used in database theory [28].
The elimination operation reduces a table f by marginalizing over one of the variables in f ’s scheme, producing a
function f−X = Elim(X,f ) using the variables Scheme(f )− {X}. Assuming Scheme(f ) = {X,Y1, . . . , Yk},
f−X(y1, . . . , yk) =
∑
x
f (x, y1, . . . , yk)
Hence, using the f defined above,
Elim(A,f ) = f−A(B) =
b f−A(B = b)
1 0.3 + 0.91
0 0.7 + 0.09
We can eliminate a set of variables, by repeating this marginalization process iteratively, for each variable; here,
we would write Elim({Xi, . . . ,Xj }, f ). (Observe we obtain the same result independent of the order in which we
eliminate variables {Xi, . . . ,Xj }.) Notice Elim({}, f ) ≡ f .
BUCKELIM Algorithm. The bucket elimination algorithm BUCKELIM takes as input a belief net, encoded as its set of
associated CPtables F over the variables V , a partial assignment to a subset of the variables E = e, and an ordering of
the variables—e.g., π0 = 〈A,B,C,D〉. Below, we will assume the variables are numbered in order: 〈X1,X2, . . . ,Xn〉.
BUCKELIM then computes the value:
P(E = e) = y =
∑
{x: x|E=e}
∏
f∈F
f (x|Scheme(f )) (10)
where the sum is over all assignments to V that include the partial assignment E = e. Of course, we could compute y
by simply joining all the functions in F and eliminating the variables in V not in E. However, BUCKELIM achieves
better efficiency than this brute force approach by exploiting the fact that each function depends only on the variables
in its scheme.
To do this, BUCKELIM builds and uses a set of buckets {bXi }i associated with each variable Xi ∈ V , and also one
additional bucket b∅. Each bucket will hold a set of functions. The buckets are ordered according to π , with b∅ at the
beginning. BUCKELIM initially loads the input functions from F (that is, the belief net’s CPtables) into the buckets,
as follows: Recalling that each table f uses a set of variables Scheme(f ) = {Xi}i , let
maxIndex(f ) = argmax
i
{
Xi ∈ Scheme(f )
} (11)
be the largest index of f ’s variables, based on the π order. We then assign f to the maxIndex(f ) bucket. (If
Scheme(f ) = ∅, we define maxIndex(f ) = ∅.) Hence, using π0, we would assign ΘA|{} = ΘA to bucket bA, ΘB|A
to bucket bB , ΘC|A to bucket bC and ΘD|B,C to bucket bD . (Here, there happened to be a one-to-one mapping be-
tween CPtable functions and buckets; that is not true in general.7)
7 For example, in the ordering 〈D,C,B,A〉, the bD and bC buckets would both be empty, and bB bucket would include the function ΘD|B,C
and the bA bucket would include the three functions ΘA|{}, ΘB|A and ΘC|A. The rest of the text will consider only the π0 ordering.
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0 – fA,1(a) = ΘA=a|{} fB,1(b, a) = ΘB=b|A=a fC,1(c, a) = ΘC=c|A=a –
fC,2(b, c) = ΘD=1|B=b,C=c
1 – fA,1(a) = ΘA=a|{} fB,1(b, a) = ΘB=b|A=a
fB,2(a, b) = gC(a, b)
2 – fA,1(a) = gB(a)
fA,2(a) = gB(a)
3 f∅,1() = gA()
Fig. 6. Trace of BUCKELIM algorithm, on P(D = 1).
BUCKELIM uses these buckets to answer queries. It traverses these buckets, in reverse order (here, this means
processing bD first, then bC , bB , bA and b∅). To process each bucket bXj : If the bucket is empty, BUCKELIM will
skip it. Otherwise, BUCKELIM joins the functions in the bucket, then eliminates the variable Xj , producing
gj = Elim
(
Xj , Join(bXj )
)
. (12)
We then store gj in the bucket bXi , where i = maxIndex(gj ). That is, if Scheme(gj ) = ∅, we store gj in the b∅ bucket.
Otherwise, Scheme(gj ) has a variable with the highest index, say Xi . (Note that i < j , as j had been the largest index
of each of the functions in bXj , and it is now eliminated.) BUCKELIM then stores gj in the bXi bucket, and continues
down the ordering, to process bXj−1 . At the end, it processes the b∅ bucket—which involves Join(·)-ing constant
functions, which corresponds to a simple scalar multiplication. BUCKELIM returns the resulting scalar.
The algorithm has one final complication: The process suggested above would compute P({}), which is 1. In general
we want to compute an expression of the form P(E = e). To do this, we first initialize the relevant CPtable functions
to correspond to those instantiations, and use only those “restricted” functions.
Example. To illustrate this, consider the P(D = 1) query, using the π0 ordering. Observe first that we do not need all
of D’s CPtable entries, but only fD=1,B,C(b, c) = ΘD=1|b,c(b, c). As this is a function of B and C, but not D—that
is maxIndex(fD=1,B,C) = C—we store this function in bucket bC . Hence, when BUCKELIM starts, its 5 buckets are
configured as shown in Step#0 of Fig. 6.
BUCKELIM then processes the buckets in reverse order. As bD is empty, BUCKELIM’s first non-trivial operation
deals with bC ; here it joins the two functions in that bucket, and eliminates the variable C; this produces8
gC(a, b) = Elim
(
C, Join(fC,1, fC,2)
)=∑
c
ΘC=c|A=a ΘD=1|B=b,C=c
=
∑
c
P(D = 1,C = c |B = b,A = a) = P(D = 1 |B = b,A = a)
As this function has the scheme Scheme(gC) = {A,B}, it is stored in the bucket bB , where it is called fB,2; see the
Step#1 entry in Fig. 6. BUCKELIM then sums out bB , computing
gB(a) = Elim
(
B, Join(fB,1, fB,2)
)=∑
b
ΘB=b|A=a P(D = 1 |B = b,A = a)
=
∑
b
P(D = 1,B = b |A = a) = P(D = 1 |A = a)
8 In some cases, the result of the computation has an easy interpretation; such as P(D = 1 |B = b,A = a) shown here. This is not always the
case.
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constant
gA() = Elim
(
A, Join(fA,1, fA,2)
)=∑
a
P(A = a)P(D = 1 |A = a) = P(D = 1)
which is stored in b∅; see Step#2 and Step#3 of Fig. 6. BUCKELIM then returns f∅,1(), as the correct response to this
query.
4.2. Extension to compute derivatives, BUCKELIM+
BUCKELIM+ takes the same inputs as BUCKELIM: a belief net (represented by a set of CPtable functions F over
the variables V), an ordering of the variables π , and a partial assignment to the variables E = e. It returns both the
expected response (the y = P(E = e) = EΘ [P(E = e|Θ)] shown in Eq. (10)) and also, for each CPtable fi ≡ Θi ,
the partial derivative ∂y
∂fi
= q(i)(Θ) = ∂q(Θ)/∂Θi . For notation, we will continue to name the functions appearing in
bucket bXi as {fi,j }j = {fi,1, fi,2, . . .}; e.g., the functions within bA are {fA,1, fA,2}. Notice every such function is
either an original CPtable (or perhaps a subset of such a table; e.g., fC,2 = ΘD=1|B,C ) or is a function produced by
first joining a set of previously produced functions in a common bucket, then eliminating a variable from the resulting
function—e.g.,
fX,2(·) = gY (·) = Elim
(
Y, Join(fY,1, fY,2, fY,3)
) (13)
We will continue to let gi(·) refer to the “output” of bucket bXi .
BUCKELIM+ uses this information to compute the partial derivative ∂q(Θ)/∂fi,j of each function appearing in
each bucket (which includes each Θi CPtable function). It does this using the chain rule: e.g., using Eq. (13),
∂q(Θ)
∂fY,1
= ∂q(Θ)
∂fX,2
× ∂fX,2
∂fY,1
Moreover, given the form of Eq. (13), we see that ∂fX,2
∂fY,1
corresponds roughly to Join(fY,2, fY,3), after marginalizing
out some variables; see Eq. (14) below. The only remaining trick is to process the buckets in the forward direction, to
make sure we have computed ∂q(Θ)
∂fX,2
when we are asked to compute ∂q(Θ)
∂fY,1
.
The overall algorithm is then. . .
Step A Run BUCKELIM on its inputs to compute y. The intermediate results (the functions gi(·) created as the output
of each bucket) are stored for use in Step B.
Step B Compute the derivative function for each bucket function fij as follows.
(1) Compute ∂y
∂g∅ for the output of b∅: g∅ = Elim({}, Join(b∅)) =
∏
i f∅,i (Eq. (12)). This is trivial, as g∅ is a constant
y = g∅; thus ∂y∂g∅ = 1.(2) Iterate over the remaining buckets in the order reversed from BUCKELIM—i.e., in the original order π , starting
with b∅.
Let bXi be the current bucket, whose output is gi = Elim(Xi, Join(bXi )). Now recall that maxIndex(gi) < i, as gi was
formed by joining functions from the Xi bucket (whose variables had indices at most i), and then eliminating Xi . As
we are processing buckets in order, BUCKELIM+ will have computed ∂y
∂gi
before reaching bXi .
For each fij ∈ bXi , compute ∂y∂fij using:
J = Join
({
∂y
∂gi
}
∪ {h ∈ bXi : h = fij }
)
∂y
∂fij
= Elim(Scheme(J )− Scheme(fij ),J ) (14)
(The first argument of Elim is Scheme(J ) − Scheme(fij ) = {X ∈ Scheme(J ) : X /∈ Scheme(fij )}.) That is, we join
∂y
and all the functions of the bucket other than fij , then eliminate the variables that do not appear in Scheme(fij ) to∂gi
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∂fij
whose scheme Scheme( ∂y
∂fij
) equals Scheme(fij ), and whose values are the partial derivatives
of y with respect to fij . (Note that q(C|f)(·) = ∂y∂fC,1 in general.)
Example. We already saw that, in b∅, ∂y∂g∅ = 1, which means
∂y
∂f∅,1 = 1. In bA, as f∅,1 was formed from the fA,i ’s,
q(A|{})(a) = ∂y
∂fA,1
= Elim
(
{}, Join
(
∂y
∂f∅,1
,
∂f∅,1
∂fA,1
))
= ∂y
∂f∅,1
× ∂f∅,1
∂fA,1
= 1 ×
∏
j =1
fA,j = fA,2 = P(D = 1 |A = a)
That is, as fA,1 = ΘA|{}, ∂y∂ΘA|{} = P(D = 1 |A = a). This makes sense, as y = P(D = 1) =
∑
a P(D = 1 |A = a)×
P(A = a) and fA,1(a) = P(A = a). Notice Scheme( ∂y∂fA,1 ) = {A} = Scheme(fA,1). Similarly
∂y
∂fA,2
= fA,1(a) = P(A = a)
BUCKELIM+ continues working forward in the order—next processing the functions within bB : Here, as fB,1 was
used to produce fA,2,
q(B|A)(a, b) = ∂y
∂fB,1
= Elim
(
{}, ∂y
∂fA,2
× ∂fA,2
∂fB,1
)
= P(A = a) ×
∏
j =1
fB,j
= P(A = a)× fB,2 = P(A = a)× P(D = 1 |B = b,A = a)
and ∂y
∂fB,2
= Elim({},P(A = a)×P(B = b |A = a)) = P(A = a,B = b). Finally, as fC,1 and fC,2 were used to produce
fB,2,
q(C|A)(a, c) = ∂y
∂fC,1
= Elim
(
B,
∂y
∂fB,2
× ∂fB,2
∂fC,1
)
=
∑
b
P(A = a,B = b) ×
∏
j =1
fC,j
=
∑
b
P(A = a,B = b) × fC,2
=
∑
b
P(A = a,B = b) × P(D = 1 |B = b,C = c)
and q(D=1|B,C)(b, c) = ∂y
∂fC,2
= Elim(A, ∂y
∂fB,2
× ∂fB,2
∂fC,1
) =∑a P(A = a,B = b)× P(C = c |A = a).
Appendix B provides the proofs for following two theorems, which respectively prove that this algorithm is correct,
and bound its computational complexity.
Theorem 3. BUCKELIM+ correctly computes the partial derivatives of the response wrt each CPtable qC|F(Θ) =
∂y/∂ΘC|F.
Theorem 4. The worst case complexity of BUCKELIM+ is O(n · rw) time, where n is the number of nodes, r is the
(fixed) size of largest domain over the variables, and w is the induced tree width, given the ordering.
4.3. How MEANVAR uses BUCKELIM+
The basic BUCKELIM algorithm deals only with the unconditional probabilities. To compute conditional probabil-
ities requires a summation and a division: That is, for P(H= h |E = e) = P(H=h,E=e)P(E=e) , these inference algorithms will
first compute P(H= hi ,E = e) for each i, then sum these values to compute P(E = e) =∑i P(H= hi ,E = e); finally
it returns P(H= h |E = e) = P(H= h,E = e)/P(E = e).
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ter computing the response, BUCKELIM+ will also compute the derivatives ∂P(H = h,E = e)/∂Θi (resp., ∂P(E =
e)/∂Θi ) for all of the parameters Θi ’s, evaluated at Θˆ . MEANVAR then uses the quotient rule for derivatives,
∂P(H= h |E = e)
∂Θi
= 1
P(E = e)
[
∂P(H= h,E = e)
∂Θi
− q(Θ)∂P(E = e)
∂Θi
]
to compute the actual derivatives we need. Given the complexity results in Theorem 4, it is trivial to observe that
MEANVAR is also O(n · exp (w)) time.
5. Experiments
Theorem 2 provides an approximation of the variance of a query response, σ˜ 2h|e that is asymptotically accurate.
When network parameters are estimated from small or even moderately sized data sets, there is no guarantee on the
accuracy of σ˜ 2h|e. However, Section 5.2 shows that the approximation works well in practice.
Given the true mean and approximate variance of a query response, we considered two models for the distribution
of q(Θ): Normal and Beta, based respectively on asymptotic behavior, and observations of issues like support. Sec-
tion 5.3 compares the fit of each model to samples from q(Θ). An important application of the query response model
is the estimation of error-bars, which is explored in Section 5.4. Finally, some researchers have suggested that the vari-
ance is well approximated as a simple binomial expression. Section 5.5 presents empirical evidence to demonstrate
that this not a good approximation.
5.1. Experimental setup
To explore these claims, we require the ability to control the parameter uncertainty of Θ and the ability to sample
from q(Θ). Our experiments will use common benchmark networks, whose parameters are usually given as fixed
quantities, e.g., ΘB|a+ = (0.3,0.7). We require parameter uncertainty in the form of Dirichlet row distribution, e.g.,
ΘB|a+ ∼ Beta(3,7). To resolve this problem we treat the network with fixed parameters as the underlying distri-
bution, from which we produce a sample D by drawing m tuples from the network. Using the same structure as
the initial network, we learn new parameters using this D. Assuming a uniform Dirichlet prior over the parameters
Input: Belief Net B (structure + parameters)
Set of queries {qi(Θ) = P(hi | ei , Θ) }
m = “effective size” used to compute parameters
r = number of “trials”—each involves one specific set of parameter values
1. Generate posterior over parameters
For k = 1..m
d(k) := RandomInstanceFrom(B)
Compute posterior Θ|D from initial distribution Θc|f ∼ Dir(1,1, . . . ,1) and data D = {d(k)}
2. Compute replicate parameters, and query responses
For j = 1..r
Draw Θ(j) from Θ|D posterior distribution
For each query i: Qj
i
:= qi(Θ(j))
3. Actual Analysis of {Qj1}, {Q
j
2}, . . .
For each query i, based on {Qj
i
}j samples. . .
a. Compute and compare ai to ei (Section 5.2)
b. Perform relevant statistical tests—Normal vs Beta
Produce Quantile-Quantile plots (Section 5.3)
c. Perform coverage experiments “error bars” (Section 5.4)
d. Compare to binomial distribution (Section 5.5)
Fig. 7. Experimental setup.
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PUTEPOSTERIOR in Section 2.2.
Given such a belief net and posterior distribution, we use a Monte Carlo strategy to sample from q(Θ). We generate
r replicates from Θ , denoted {Θ(j)}rj=1, where each replicate is formed by replacing each Dirichlet row distribution
by a sample from it. That is, each replicate instantiates a belief net with fixed values for parameters Θ .
To illustrate, imagine we started with the Diamond network, whose parameters were each initially uniform—i.e.,
each Θi ∼ Beta(1,1)—then used a m = 100 data samples to produce the posterior Θ|D distribution shown in Fig. 2,
with ΘA|{} ∼ Beta(35,67) and ΘB|+a ∼ Beta(7,29). We then drew samples of Θ|D of the form〈
Θ
(1)
+a = 0.35, Θ(1)+b|+a = 0.18, . . .
〉
〈
Θ
(2)
+a = 0.31, Θ(2)+b|+a = 0.21, . . .
〉
〈
Θ
(3)
+a = 0.33, Θ(3)+b|+a = 0.17, . . .
〉
〈 ... ... . . . 〉 (15)
Notice this is not the same as drawing replicates of values for the domain variables A,B, . . . . For each instantiation
of the parameters Θ(j) and fixed query qi(.), we calculate Qji = qi(Θ(j)) using an exact algorithm for belief net
inference.
Our experiments are based on r = 1000 samples. This allows us to empirically evaluate the quality of the approx-
imations implicit in Theorem 2, which deals with the distribution over parameters Θ (Eq. (15)), not over the basic
tuples. We then performed various tests on these {Qji }j values; see next subsections. Fig. 7 summarizes these steps.
We use four network structures in our experiments: Diamond, Alarm, Insurance and Hailfinder. Diamond is the
four variable network illustrated in Fig. 2, that allows for a variety of inferential patterns. We considered the following
queries:
Q1 : P(+a) = Θ+a|{}
Q2 : P(+a |+b) = Θ+b|+a×Θ+a|{}
Θ+b|+a×Θ+a|{}+Θ+b|−a×Θ−a|{}
Q3 : P(+a |+b,+c) = Θ+b|+a×Θ+c|+a×Θ+a|{}
Θ+b|+a×Θ+c|+a×Θ+a|{}+Θ+b|−a×Θ+c|−a×Θ−a|{}
Q4 : P(+b,+c |+a) = Θ+b|+a ×Θ+c|+a
Q5 : P(+a |+d) =
∑
b,c Θ+d|B=b,C=c×ΘB=b|+a×ΘC=c|+a×Θ+a|{}∑
a,b,c Θ+d|B=b,C=c×ΘB=b|A=a×ΘC=c|A=a×ΘA=a|{}
Q6 : P(+d |+a) =∑b,c Θ+d|B=b,C=c ×ΘB=b|+a ×ΘC=c|+a (16)
The Alarm network, a 37 variable network described in [21], was designed by medical experts for monitoring intensive
care patients. Alarm has become a standard for evaluating belief net learning and inference algorithms. Here and
below, we then used m = 150 samples to produce Dirichlet parameters. We generated 100 queries by choosing a
single query variable and three to five evidence assignments, using [21] to determine which variables could be query
variables. (Here, and below, the value of each query and evidence variable is assigned uniformly at random.) The
mean response of these queries tends to cover the [0,1] interval well, including many queries whose mean response
was near 0 or 1.
The Insurance network [6] models car insurance risk, using 27 variables. We generated 100 queries by randomly
sampling one query variable and either zero, one, or two evidence variables. To ensure that the mean response of the
queries covered the [0,1] interval, we used a rejection sampling procedure: We divided [0,1] into 5 ranges [0,0.2),
[0.2,0.4), . . . , [0.8,1.0], and generated queries until an equal number of responses fell into each bin.9
The Hailfinder network [1] is a 56 variable network for forecasting summer hailstorms. Again we generated 100
queries using the same rejection sampling procedure. (More details about these networks, queries and parameters, as
well as more extensive experimental results, are available in [20].)
9 This was required because we found that the naive approach of uniformly sampling queries with 1 query variable and 0–2 evidence variables
produced queries whose responses were tightly clustered around 0.2–0.3.
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Fig. 8. Each 〈x, y〉 point represents a query whose x-value is the approximate variance of a query response computed using MEANVAR, ai , and
whose y-value is the sample variance of the response based on r = 1000 instances drawn from the true response distribution, ei from Eq. (17).
Subfigures: (a) six queries on Diamond; (b) one hundred queries on Alarm; (c) one hundred queries on Insurance; (d) one hundred queries on
Hailfinder.
5.2. Accuracy of variance approximation
The simplest measure of the accuracy of σ˜ 2h|e is how close it is to the true variance of a query response. Even though
we do not know the true variance of a query response, using r = 1000 samples from the query response distribution,
{Qi}ri=1, provides a good estimate. This is especially true since q(Θ) is unidimensional and often unimodal. That
is, over a wide range of queries qi , we want to see how our analytic approximation ai (i.e., the σ˜ 2h|e from Eq. (7) in
Theorem 2) compares to the large-sample estimate.10
ei = 1
r
r∑
j=1
(
Q
j
i −E[Qi]
)2 (17)
As we know that our approximate variance is asymptotically correct as m → ∞, we are most interested in seeing
its behavior for relatively small values of m. Fig. 8 shows our results on the four networks. We used m = 150 for
the three larger networks, but m = 25 for Diamond. (Using m = 150 here would reduce the variance in the query
responses to nearly zero.) The fact that essentially all of the values are extremely near the “y = x” diagonal line shows
a very tight fit over almost all of the queries. We quantify this below. While the absolute scale of the variances appears
10 In our experiments, we use a nonparametric bootstrap to improve on the large-sample estimate.
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small, note that the variance is usually less than 112 , which is the variance of the uniform distribution on [0,1]. Of
course, query distributions typically have much smaller variances. E.g., if a query has mean 0.4 and variance 0.01,
then it will usually fall within two standard deviations of its mean—i.e., between 0.2 and 0.6.11
While all of the deviances (between ai and ei ) are relatively small, many of the larger deviance value are associated
with the queries with the largest variance values. This is not surprising, and follows from the fact that we are using
the Delta method, which is based on a first-order Taylor expansion. We elaborate in Comment#2 after the proof of
Theorem 2 (in Appendix B).
We use Mean Scaled Percentage Error
MSPE = 100
n
∑
i
|ai − ei |
ei
(i.e., the average percentage that ai deviates from ei over n queries) to evaluate the quality of our approximation.
Fig. 9 shows that our MEANVAR approximations are accurate across a range of sample sizes. For example, even with
only m = 25 samples, our worst average over any structure was under 14%, and after 200 examples, the worst was
around 7%. The rate of convergence of σ˜ 2h|e differs with each query; see Comment#1 after the proof of Theorem 2, in
Appendix B.
5.3. Normal vs Beta distribution
Some tasks, such as the ones mentioned in [18] and [32], require only (an approximation of) variance; the previous
section showed that our analytic approximation of variance fits the empirical evidence very closely. However, for
many other tasks (such as computing error bars), we also need to know the form of the underlying distribution. While
this parametric form is unknown in general [24], we can still determine whether we would get appropriate answers if
we used some plausible form. Section 3.1 argued for fitting the mean and approximate variance to either a Normal or
Beta distribution. Here we compare samples from the true distribution, {Qi}ri=1, against each model.
Fig. 10 presents two histograms of these {Qji }j values for two different queries Qi , with expected means near
0.5 and 0.05 respectively. On each, we have superimposed the pdf (probability distribution function) for the best fit
Normal and best fit Beta distributions. The left figure shows that both distributions can have good fits, when the mean
is far from 0 and from 1, and the distribution is fairly symmetric. The right figure shows that even the best-fitting
Normal distribution has problems when the distribution is skewed.
11 Each point in Fig. 8 is based on a single Θ vector produced from a single data set. We also considered other Θ parameter values, by estimating
new parameters from other data sets generated from the underlying distribution—i.e., re-running process in Fig. 7, starting from Step 1. We found
that the quality of the variance approximation is similar.
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Fig. 10. Two query response distributions from Alarm: Each is a histogram of the {Qi }r
i=1 instances, overlayed with the fitted Beta and Normal
models. When the skew is low, the models tend to be similar, but when the skew is high, the Beta model is a much better fit.
Fig. 11. Quantile–quantile plots for nine query instances (Alarm network), each comparing query sample distribution against our approximation of
the q(Θ) distribution using calculated mean and variance. The left-hand side assumes q(Θ) is Gaussian; the right-hand side assumes q(Θ) is Beta
distributed. The μ value is the expected query response.
A “quantile–quantile plot” provides a way to visualize this fit, by plotting sample quantiles against the theoretical
quantiles of the fitted (Normal or Beta) distributions; see [4]. Here, a straight diagonal line indicates that, for each
k = 1..r , the kth instance (of r) appears where the distribution predicts k/r of the data should be. Fig. 11 shows nine
such quantile–quantile plots, for the queries numbered {15, 25, . . . , 95}, where the numbers are based on the query’s
mean response.12 We see that many of the queries are better approximated by the Beta than the Normal, especially
when the true distribution is skewed (i.e., the ones with mean response μ near 0 or near 1).
One way to quantify the difference between models is to compare the (log)likelihood of the query in-
stances Qji = qi(Θj ) computed based on the Normal (resp., Beta) parameters
∑
j log PNormal(μi ,σ 2i )(Q
j
i ) (resp.,
12 These are only a representative sample of the 600+ quantile–quantile plots for Alarm. All of the plots are available in [20].
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Fail-Beta is the fraction of queries that did not fit the Beta hypothesis at 0.05 significance; Fail-
Normal is the fraction of queries that did not fit the Normal hypothesis at 0.05 significance
Domain Fail-Beta Fail-Normal
Diamond (m = 25) 0/6 1/6
Alarm (m = 300) 16/100 50/100
Insurance (m = 300) 13/100 36/100
Hailfinder (m = 300) 10/100 31/100
∑
j log PBeta(ai ,bi )(Q
j
i )). For Diamond, constructed using m = 25 samples, the likelihood of the Beta model is higher
than Normal model for each of the six queries. For Alarm (m = 300), the likelihood of the Beta model is higher than
the Normal model for 92 of the 100 queries. For Insurance (m = 300), the Beta model is better for 89 of the 100
queries. For Hailfinder (m = 300), the Beta model is better for 89 of the 100 queries.
The fact that Beta has higher likelihood is even more impressive, given that this log-likelihood measure unnaturally
favors the Normal model, especially when the response is near 0 or near 1: As Θ → 0 (or Θ → 1), the log-likelihood
of the Beta distribution usually tends to −∞, but this does not occur with the Normal distribution. This is because
the log-likelihood for the N (μ,σ 2) model is a constant plus a sum of terms −(1/2) × [(x − μ)/σ ]2 while the log-
likelihood for Be(a, b) is a constant plus a sum of terms (a − 1)× log(x)+ (b − 1)× log(1 − x), which can blow up
(large negative) if a > 1 and x is near 0, or if b > 1 and x is near 1. Hence, the Beta distribution is strongly affected
by values near the boundary of the unit interval, while the Normal log likelihood is not.
Another approach is to use a goodness-of-fit test where, formally, the null hypothesis is that the samples {Qj }rj=1
were drawn from the Normal model (resp., Beta model) and the alternate is the negation of the null hypothesis. Such
tests do not allow us to state that the data was drawn from the null model, instead the focus “is on the measure of
agreement of the data with the null hypothesis” [16]. Here, we are asking how close the observed distribution is to the
best-fit Normal (resp., the best-fit Beta) distribution.
These goodness-of-fit procedures suggest that the Normal model is problematic. Using an Anderson–Darling nor-
mality test [2], for example, 80 of the 100 Alarm queries showed evidence of non-normality at a significance level of
0.05. Due to a lack of critical values for the Beta distribution, we resort to a lower power Kolmogorov–Smirnov test
to compare model [11]. At the same 0.05 significance level, we get the results in Table 1. In all four domains, the Beta
distribution tends to fit queries better than the Normal distribution.
5.4. Accuracy of Bayesian error bars
Another way to compare the Normal and Beta models is based on their respective performance on some task. If
a model is accurate then functionals of that model, such as credible regions of the posterior response, should also be
accurate.
As mentioned above, a (1 − δ) credible set is a region ω ⊂  such that P(q(Θ) ∈ ω(D)) = (1 − δ). If our model
of the posterior response distribution is good, then the expected fraction of query samples Qj in ω should be (1 − δ).
Here, for each query q , we first used MEANVAR to compute the mean and variance of the response, then used
these values to compute a 90% credible region for the Normal distribution [LN,UN ], and for the Beta distribution
[LB,UB ]. We then drew r = 1000 instances from q(Θ), using the procedure described in Section 5.1, and recorded
what fraction of instances appeared in [LN,UN ] (resp., [LB,UB ]). If the distributional assumption is correct, we
expect this ratio to be close to 0.9. The results are presented in Fig. 12.
While both approximations had problematic cases, the Beta distribution produces more accurate intervals for most
queries. The problems with the Normal model are conspicuous when the mean query response is near 0 or 1, which
is when q(Θ) exhibits significant skew. Repeating this experiment with an 80% credible interval produces similar
results.13
13 We considered yet other intervals. However, larger intervals (e.g., 95% or even 99%) are contrary to the goal of verifying whether the Normal
or Beta distributions are good models of the posterior, as there are more distributions that will satisfy a given 0.99 interval by chance than there are
distributions that will satisfy a 0.90 interval by chance. By contrast, a really small interval (like 50% or 10%) would reflect only the model quality
immediately around E[q(Θ)].
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Fig. 12. Query sample coverage of computed 90% Bayesian credible intervals. (a)–(c) assumes q(Θ) is Normally distributed; (d)–(f) assumes q(Θ)
is Beta distributed. Each point represents a query, sorted in order of expected response. The horizontal dotted line represents the desired result: 90%
coverage.
(a) Normal approximation: σ˜ 2h|e:BS (b) Beta approximation: σ˜ 2h|e:BS
Fig. 13. Query sample coverage of computed 90% Bayesian credible intervals. These plots were generated using the same queries and samples as
Figs. 12(a) and 12(d), except σ˜ 2h|e:BS (Eq. (18)) was used instead of σ˜ 2h|e (Eq. (7)).
5.5. Binomial variance
Several researchers have suggested (personal communication) that the variance of the response may be much
simpler, perhaps as trivial as the binomial variance σ˜ 2h|e:BS = q(Θˆ) (1−q(Θˆ))m where m is the total number of tuples, or
perhaps
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q(Θˆ) (1 − q(Θˆ))
m+ k + 1 (18)
in the Bayesian framework when we assume uniform priors and the query variable has k values. To investigate this
claim, we repeated the coverage test on Alarm, but used this σ˜ 2h|e:BS approximation in place of σ˜ 2h|e (Eq. (7)). Fig. 13(a)
(resp., Fig. 13(b)) shows the results, assuming the distribution is Normal (resp., Beta). Clearly this approximation
performs poorly in both instances. This is expected: Eq. (18) matches Eq. (7) essentially only if the query variable is
not connected to any other nodes:
Observation 5. If the query variable H is k-ary, is given uniform priors, and is not connected to any other nodes, then
for any evidence E = e, σ˜ 2h|e = q(Θˆ) (1 − q(Θˆ))/(1 + k +m).
In general, when there are connections, this variance will be larger, as the sum will include other positive quantities.
5.6. Timing information
Both BUCKELIM and BUCKELIM+ have O(n · exp(w)) time complexity, where w is the induced treewidth of
the ordering. While BUCKELIM+ is obviously slower, the additional cost of running BUCKELIM+ depends on the
average size of the functions after running BUCKELIM. This is because BUCKELIM+ must compute derivatives with
respect to all of the functions in the buckets after BUCKELIM. For example, on the 100 Alarm queries, the average
cost of our MEANVAR algorithm was 3.3 times that of BUCKELIM alone.
6. Related work
Our results provide a way to compute the variance of a belief net’s response to a query, based on the posterior
distribution over Θ , which is determined by the data sample. This is done using the “Delta method”, which basically
propagates the variance of each parameter, based on the partial derivatives.
Kleiter [26] similarly uses this method within a stochastic simulation technique to approximate the mean and
variance of a query. His methodology appears to be more general than ours, allowing incomplete data, but it is also
more computationally intensive. His system calculates an approximate variance for a complete query at each iteration
of the simulation using an expression derived by the Delta method. While his derivation is somewhat similar to the
one given in our Appendix B, we obtain a different expression for the approximate variance. We have been unable
to verify whether the two expressions are equivalent. Kleiter also presents an exact result for a network with two
nodes, A → B . He shows that, given complete data and an appropriate prior distribution, the query P(A |B) has a
Beta distribution. In recent work, Hooper [24] generalizes this result using ideas related to likelihood equivalence of
the BDe metric [23]; i.e., given a BDe prior and complete data, a query has a Beta distribution if can be represented
as a CPtable parameter for an equivalent DAG structure inducing the same dependence model. In addition, our paper
differs from Kleiter’s by also providing an effective way to compute the variance information BUCKELIM+, as well
as empirical evidence that our approach typically works effectively, despite its approximations.
Several other researchers also consider the posterior distribution over CPtables, but for different purposes. For
example, Cooper and Herskovits [9] use it to compute the expected response to a query (see Eq. (3)). We extend
their foundational result by computing the variance of the response as well. Similarly, while many BN-learning
algorithms compute the posterior distribution over CPtables [22], most seek a single set of parameters that maximizes
the likelihood, which again is different from our task.
Others, including [42], use this response variance for various tasks, including a bias-variance analysis for various
probabilistic classifiers (similar to [18]). These earlier systems, however, will estimate this quantity empirically—
sometimes based on replicates of the Θ parameters, but more often based on a set of training instances from the base
domain D (each used to instantiate the parameters, and then to compute the response to a fixed question, etc.). We
provide empirical evidence that our analytic approximations are as accurate, but much faster to compute: Most of
their empirical estimates require hundreds or thousands of replicates, which means they require a computation that is
hundreds or thousands of times more than just computing a single response. By contrast, we noted in Section 5.6 that
our approach can require a total computation only a small factor slower than just computing the response itself. For
complete queries (Appendix A), the additional cost needed to compute the variance is negligible.
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consider such sensitivity analyses, providing mechanisms for propagating ranges of CPtable values to produce a range
in the response; cf., [8,10,12,29,30]. Those papers do not consider variance, but typically assume that parameters are
intervals to be propagated throughout the network. While they require the user to explicitly specify the range of a local
CPtable entry, our work uses a data sample as the source of these “intervals”, in that we consider intervals based on
the posterior distribution of the CPtable parameters {Θc|f}, which in turn is based on the observed data. This assumes
the CPtable parameters are independent Dirichlet rows, which is in accord with common models of learning belief
network parameters.
While our system must propagate all of the “ranges”, most of the other systems only propagate a single range,
based on the one associated derivative. One exception is the Darwiche [12] system, which can simultaneously pro-
duce all of the derivatives. This system compiles a belief network into a polynomial representation, which can then
be symbolically differentiated. There appears to be a close similarity between his approach and our (independently
developed) BUCKELIM+ algorithm (Section 4.2), as his polynomial can be viewed as a symbolic representation of the
variable elimination process, and his differentiation proceeds from the leaves of the tree-representation of the polyno-
mial to its root, tracing out the same pattern in space that our BUCKELIM+ traces over time. However, Darwiche does
not consider our error-bar application, and so does not include the additional optimizations we could incorporate.
Excluding the [12] result, none of the other projects provides an efficient way to compute those partial derivatively.
Also, some of those other papers focus on properties of this derivative—e.g., when it is 0 for some specific CPtable
entry. Note this information can be derived from Eq. (8). Finally, while some other results deal only with singly
connected networks [10], our analysis holds for arbitrary structures.
Our analysis also connects to work on abstractions, which also involves determining how influential a CPtable entry
is, with respect to a query, towards deciding whether to include a specific node or arc [17]. Their goal is typically
computational efficiency in computing that response, either exactly or approximately. By contrast, our focus is in
computing the error-bars around the response, independent of the time required to determine that results.
Lastly, our experiments require instances drawn from q(Θ), which can themselves be used to estimate approximate
credible intervals. There are applications of sampling methods to other problems in belief nets, which can possibly
be confused with our concerns. For example, in stochastic sampling inference algorithms, confidence intervals on
the posterior [7] refer to the distribution induced by sampling. However, the underlying network has no parameter
uncertainty in those applications.
7. Conclusion
Further extensions
Our current system has been implemented, and our data indicates that reasonably accurate error-bars can be pro-
duced. There are several possible extensions. One class of extensions involves discharging the assumptions listed in
Definition 1. It may be possible to deal with situations where a single correct structure is not provided. Instead, we
may be given a distribution over structures or be forced to learn both structure and parameters from a data sample.
(However, our empirical evidence on tasks that use these approximations [18,32] suggest that Eq. (7) works fairly well
even if the model structure is wrong.) We assume that the network parameters, Θ , can be decomposed into Dirichlet
row distributions. It would be useful to apply a similar analysis to alternate CPtable encodings, such as Noisy-OR [34]
or CP-Trees [5].
The normative process, depicted in Fig. 1, starts with completely specified training instances. It is not clear how to
use an incomplete training sample. First, the posterior distribution over Θ is not guaranteed to be Dirichlet. Second, it
is not clear how to compute quantities like effective sample size. The naïve EM algorithm for learning parameters [22]
will produce an effective sample size that is too large. Note, however, that our technique is independent of the source
of the Θ distributions; i.e., they apply whenever we are given a product of Dirichlet distributions, however they are
obtained.
While our system takes advantage of optimizations available to Bucket Elimination algorithms (e.g., optimized
variable orderings), the bucket data structures must be initialized for each query. It would be desirable to use a
multiple query algorithm for inference and calculation of the partial derivatives, as this would amortize the cost
of initializing tables with evidence, and would also us to reuse intermediate computations shared by different queries.
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Trees [25].
Appendix A provided a very simple algorithm for computing our variance approximation σ˜ 2h|e for the special class
of “complete data” queries, and then showed that we could use this to quickly deal with any query to a Naïve Bayes
structure (provided only the query node is the root). It would be useful to develop other specialized algorithms (that
similarly bypass BUCKELIM+) for other specific network topologies.
Contributions
Many real-world systems work by reasoning probabilistically, based on a given belief net model. When belief
net parameters are based on a finite random sample, these parameters can be viewed as random variables, whose
uncertainty induces uncertainty in the response to a given query. This paper addresses the challenge of computing this
posterior distribution of a belief net’s response to a query.
We define the task, then prove that, given standard assumptions about the parameters, this response distribution
is asymptotically Normal, and provide its mean and asymptotic variance (Theorem 2), from which we can estimate
the associated credible regions (“Bayesian error bars”) around the expected response. We also connect this task to
the well-understood problem of learning belief networks parameters from complete data, and provide an algorithm
MEANVAR for computing this asymptotic variance for any query on any belief net. We prove both that MEANVAR is
correct, and that it has the same asymptotic complexity as belief net inference. This procedure, in effect, propagates the
uncertainty of each parameter based on its partial derivative. The subroutine used to compute all of these derivatives,
BUCKELIM+, is of independent interest as these derivatives have many uses outside the scope of this paper [15,
38]. We also provide a much simpler “straight-line” algorithm for efficiently computing the variance in two common
situations: “complete data” queries, and Naïve Bayes inference.
Our underlying theoretical claims, that the distribution is Normal and has variance σ˜ 2h|e (Eq. (7)), are only asymp-
totic; they say nothing about the properties of this distribution given only a finite sample. We therefore ran a body
of empirical tests to investigate the performance. Our results show that our approximate variance σ˜ 2h|e is extremely
close to correct, given even small sample sizes. However, the associated distribution is often not close to Normal. Our
experiments did show that this distribution is often well-approximated by the Beta distribution, and in particular, the
associated error-bars are typically fairly accurate.
In earlier works, we have already identified two tasks that can use these variance quantities: discriminative model
selection, and as a way to combine responses from different Bayesian classifiers. These existing tasks are enabled
by our (relatively) efficient methods for approximating variance. We eagerly anticipate the emergence of many other
applications.
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Appendix A. “Complete query” case
This appendix considers the challenge of computing the variance of the response to a query P(H = h |E = e) in
simple case where the query is “complete”, in that the evidence E includes every variable except the query H. Here
we show straight-line code that can compute the variance (as well as expected value) of the response.
Using the identity [12,19]
q
(c|f)
h|e (Θ) =
∂P(h | e) = 1 [PΘ(c, f, h | e)− PΘ(h | e)PΘ(c, f | e)]
∂Θc|f Θc|f
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can obtain the following derivative-free form of Eq. (8):
vh|e(C|f) =
[∑
c∈C 1c|f
[
P(c, f,h | e)− P(h | e)P(c, f | e)]2
− [P(f,h | e)− P(h | e)P(f | e)]2
]
(A.1)
where here (and below) we use P(·) for P
Θˆ
(·), where Θˆ is the posterior mean. We can trivial read off that vh|e(C|f)
(Eq. (A.1)) will be 0 whenever H⊥C,F|E.
The following theorem shows that most of these vh|e(C|f) terms are 0, and the remaining ones are trivial to compute.
Theorem 6. Given the “complete query” P(H= +h |E = e), where E includes every non-H variable, the only non-0
v+h|e(C|F = f) terms are . . .
• associated with the query variable H: Assuming H’s parents are {M1, . . . ,Mk}, and the evidence E = e includes
the +m = [+m1, . . . ,+mk] assignment to these variables,
v+h|e(H| + m) = P(+h | e)2
[∑
h∈H
P(h | e)2
Θˆh|+m
+ [1 − 2P(+h | e)]
Θˆ+h|+m
]
(A.2)
(For every other −m = +m assignment to the parents, v+h|e(H| − m) = 0.)
• associated with H’s children: For each child S of H, with parent set {H,U1, . . . ,Ur}, where the evidence E = e
includes +u = [+u1, . . . ,+ur ] and S= +s,
v+h|e(S| + h,+u) = P(+h | e)2
[
1 − P(+h | e)]2[ 1
Θˆ+s|+h,+u
− 1
]
(A.3)
and for each h′ = +h
v+h|e(S|h′,+u) = P(+h | e)2 P(h′ | e)2
[
1
Θˆ+s|h′,+u
− 1
]
(A.4)
and v+h|e(S|h,−u) = 0 for every other parental assignment [h,−u] where −u = +u.
Connecting this with the general graph in Fig. A.1, we need only deal with the CPtable rows associated with H and
its children, the Si ’s. Notice the only values that could influence the variance correspond to these variables and their
parents, which is exactly the Markov blanket around H (which are the double-circled, but not triple-circled, nodes in
Fig. A.1). This makes sense, as these are the only values that influence the response itself. Note this means Theorem 6
does not require that the evidence E include every non-query variable; for this theorem to apply, we need only require
that E include all the variables in the Markov blanket around H.
Fig. A.1. Example of a Belief Net structure, for computing P(H= h |E = e)—used to illustrate Theorem 6.
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1 +  × r quantities. Moreover, each of these computations is easy, as each Θˆ·|· is simply a quick look-up, and the
P(h | e) terms are trivial given that the evidence E includes the Markov blanket around H. (Moreover, this quantity
has probably already been computed, as it was needed to compute the response—note the basic inference algorithm
typically has already computed P(hi , e) for each hi ∈ H.)
We close this section with two further simplifications. First, when dealing with binary classes H = {+h, −h},
Eq. (A.2) reduces to
v+h|e(H| + m) = P(+h | e)2 P(−h | e)2
[
1
Θˆ+h|+m
+ 1
Θˆ−h|+m
]
and both Eqs. (A.3) and (A.4) reduce to
v+h|e(S|h,+u) = P(+h | e)2 P(−h | e)2
[
1
Θˆ+s|h,+u
− 1
]
Hence, using the notation defined above, the total variance here is simply
σ˜ 2+h|e(Θ) = P(+h | e)2 P(−h | e)2
∑
h
[
1
1 +mH|+f
1
Θˆh|+f
+
∑
S
1
1 +mS|h,+u
(
1
Θˆ+s|h,+u
− 1
)]
Second, recall from above that we can ignore “barren nodes”—aka “uninstantiated descendants”. For example,
imagine that the evidence E = e does not include a value for one of the query variable’s children nor does not it include
values for any of that child’s descendants—e.g., in Fig. A.1, imagine the evidence E does not include values for S1
nor T1 nor T2. We can then ignore this branch. (This follows from the observation that the values of these variables do
not contribute to the response [31] and so their associated parameters will also be irrelevant to the variance.)
Note this means we can always quickly compute this variance approximation for a Naïve Bayes structure, which
will require computing only 1 + ′ × r quantities, where ′   is the number of H’s children that are instantiated.
Appendix B. Proofs
Proof of Theorem 2. The following is a more detailed version of the proof in [40], employing the Delta method.
Consider the first-order Taylor expansion
q(Θ) = q(Θˆ)+L+R
where the linear term is
L = [Θ − Θˆ]T · q ′(Θˆ)
and the remainder term is
R = 1
2
[Θ − Θˆ]T · q ′′(Θ˜) · [Θ − Θˆ]
with Θ˜ = Θˆ+a(Θ−Θˆ) for some a ∈ (0,1). Here q ′(Θˆ) is the vector of first partial derivatives evaluated at Θˆ (which
is composed of the subvectors, q(C|f)h|e (Θˆ)), q ′′(Θˆ) is the matrix of second partial derivatives evaluated at Θˆ , and the
superscript T denotes transposition. Under our asymptotic framework, the variances of the components Θc|f of Θ are
of order 1
mC|f → 0, so Θ converges in probability to Θˆ . Since the components Θˆc|f of Θˆ are strictly between 0 and 1,
it follows that components of the matrix q ′′(Θ) remain uniformly bounded for all Θ within an open neighborhood of
Θˆ . Consequently, the remainder term R converges to zero at a rate faster than the linear term L, so R is asymptotically
negligible compared with L. We approximate q(Θ)− q(Θˆ) by L, and we define σ˜ 2h|e to be the variance of the L term.
Now (q(Θ)− q(Θˆ))/σ˜h|e and L/σ˜h|e have the same asymptotic distribution. We claim that this distribution is the
standard Normal distribution. First note that L/σ˜h|e has mean 0 and variance 1. Asymptotic normality follows from the
fact that CPtable rows ΘT
C|f are independent and each row (after suitable standardization) is asymptotically multivariate
Normal. More precisely,
√
mC|f + 1 (ΘC|f − ΘˆC|f) converges in distribution to a multivariate Normal distribution with
mean vector (0, . . . ,0) and covariance matrix Diag(ΘˆC|f)−ΘˆC|f ΘˆT , where Diag(ΘˆC|f) is a diagonal matrix with theC|f
T. Van Allen et al. / Artificial Intelligence 172 (2008) 483–513 509components of ΘˆC|f along the diagonal; see [3]. We can thus express L/σ˜h|e as a linear combination of independent,
asymptotically Normal terms. In this expression, we can standardize each of the independent random variables to
have unit variance. We thus write L/σ˜h|e = ∑r arZr , where r indexes all CPtable rows in the network, the Zr are
independent random variables with mean 0 and variance 1, and each Zr is asymptotically normal. The coefficients
ar do not necessarily remain fixed under our asymptotic framework, but the coefficients must satisfy the constraint∑
a2r = 1 since L/σ˜h|e has variance one. It then follows that L/σ˜h|e is asymptotically standard normal.
The proof is completed by deriving an expression for σ˜ 2h|e, which we defined as the variance of the linear term L.
Since CPtable rows are independent, this variance can be decomposed as
σ˜ 2h|e =
∑
C,f
q
(C|f)
h|e (Θˆ)
T · Cov(ΘC|f) · q(C|f)h|e (Θˆ) (B.1)
where the summation ranges over all CPtable rows and the covariance matrix for ΘC|f is
Cov(ΘC|f) = 1
mC|f + 1 (Diag(ΘˆC|f)− ΘˆC|f Θˆ
T
C|f)
It is then straightforward to obtain Eqs. (7) and (8). 
Comment#1: Assumptions underlying Theorem 2. The asymptotic framework in Theorem 2 involves only the
posterior distribution, but not its derivation from sample data. The following argument shows that the assumptions
are supported by large-sample theory, provided the Dirichlet prior distribution is appropriate. Suppose the CPtable
parameters are in fact generated by the assumed prior. It then follows, with probability one, that each Θc|f is strictly
between zero and one. Now consider the behavior of the posterior distribution as the number of complete training
cases becomes arbitrarily large. In the frequentist perspective, conditioning on the parameters and not the sample
data, the effective sample sizes mC|f and posterior means Θˆc|f are random variables, each mC|f becomes arbitrarily
large (with probability one), and each Θˆc|f converges in probability to Θc|f. The asymptotic framework in Theorem 2
is similar to this large-sample framework, differing primarily in the assumption (appropriate in a Bayesian context)
that the posterior means are fixed.
The text in Section 3 already argued that one can deal with deterministic links, within an asymptotic framework.
(Here, we basically ignore these CPtable rows.) What happens if instead a Dirichlet prior is incorrectly adopted here?
Large-sample theory shows that Θˆ converges toward the boundary. The variance approximation (Eq. (7)) may still be
valid, but this is not guaranteed since higher-order terms in the expansion could be non-negligible. It is also possible
that Eq. (7) is valid but asymptotic normality fails. For a simple example of this last scenario, suppose the query is a
single belief net parameter that is degenerate: q(Θ) = Θc|f = 0. Suppose the prior distribution for Θc|f is Be(a, b).
(Use a = b = 1 for a flat prior.) There is zero probability that (C,F) = (c, f) so the posterior distribution will be
Be(a, b+m) where m is the number of samples with F = f. The posterior variance is given by Eq. (7), an exact result
here and not an approximation. A simple calculation shows that, as m → ∞, the posterior distribution of q(Θ)/σ˜h|e
is the Gamma distribution with shape parameter a, mean
√
a, and variance 1. If a = 1, then this Gamma distribution
is the exponential distribution.
Comment#2: Why |σ˜ 2 − σ 2| can be large when σ 2 is large. Consider two queries q1(Θ) and q2(Θ) with corre-
sponding variances σ 21 < σ
2
2 . The larger variance associated with q2 may arise from a combination of two factors.
First, the components of Θ relevant to q2 may be more variable than components relevant to q1—i.e., there may be
some Θi terms where ∂q2(Θ)∂Θi is large, which have large (co)variances. The linear approximation describes local be-
havior of the function (here qi(·)) near its mean, so increased variation may produce a larger remainder term. Second,
the first derivatives of q2 may tend to be larger than those of q1. In practice, larger linear terms are often associated
with larger quadratic terms; e.g., statistical variable selection methods for polynomial models will seldom delete a
linear term while retaining a corresponding quadratic term [35]. Larger quadratic terms produce a larger remainder
term. Both arguments support the claim that approximations to variance produced by the first-order Delta method can
be less accurate when the variance is larger. (We note, again, that in practice, even the largest of these errors is still
quite small.)
510 T. Van Allen et al. / Artificial Intelligence 172 (2008) 483–513Proof of Theorem 3. The proof is by induction on the bucket ordering. The basis is the first bucket b∅; it is trivial to
compute the derivative function of its output g∅ here, as it is the constant 1. To prove the inductive step, assume we
have computed the derivatives of all of functions in the first J buckets (i.e., we know ∂y
∂fi,k
for all i ∈ {∅,1, . . . , J − 1}
and all k) and that Scheme( ∂y
∂fi,k
) = Scheme(fi,k), and now we now want to compute the derivatives for functions
fJ,k in bucket bJ . Recall that BUCKELIM used these values in forming fI,1 = Elim(XJ , Join(fJ,1, . . . , fJ,k)) which
appears in the earlier bI bucket.
⇐ Ordering for Step A (≡ BUCKELIM) ⇐
⇒ Ordering for Step B ⇒
b∅ . . . bI . . . bJ . . .
fI,1(XI , . . .) . . . fJ,1(XJ , . . .)
fJ,2(XJ , . . .)
...
fJ,k(XJ , . . .) (B.2)
To simplify notation, we will simply write f (x) for f (x|Scheme(f )).
Now observe
∂y
∂fJ,
= Elim
(
Z, Join
(
∂y
∂fI,1
,
∂fI,1
∂fJ,
))
(B.3)
where Z are the variables that are not in fJ,; see Eq. (B.5) below. (The Join here is just a trivial application of the
chain rule—also known as “backpropagation” [37].) As I < J , by the inductive assumption we can assume that we
have already computed the first term ∂y
∂fI,1
, and that its arguments are Scheme( ∂y
∂fI,1
) = Scheme(fI,1). Moreover, as
fI,1(x) = Elim(XJ , Join(fJ,1, · · · , fJ,k)) =∑xJ ∏k fJ,k(x), the second term within the Join of Eq. (B.3),
∂fI,1
∂fJ,
(x1..I, xJ ) = Join
({fJ,k | k = })=∏
k =
fJ,k(x1..I, xJ ) (B.4)
is just the product of the other functions in the J th bucket [41], where x1..I corresponds to the variables within fI,1.
The result of this computation, ∂fI,1
∂fJ,
, will involve the variables in fI,1 as well as XJ . It is joined with ∂y∂fI,1
(Eq. (B.3)), to produce a function with arguments in Scheme(fI,1) ∪ {XJ }. As ∂y∂fJ, should depend on only
Scheme(fJ,), the only remaining step is to marginalize out the extra variables
Z = Scheme(fI,1)∪ {XJ } − Scheme(fJ,); (B.5)
this is done in second part of Eq. (14). This also fulfills the second part of the inductive step, as it insures that
Scheme( ∂y
∂J,
) = Scheme(fJ,). 
Proof of Theorem 4. BUCKELIM+ needs to consider at most 2n functions, as Step A (which is BUCKELIM) starts
with at most one function (CPtable) for each of the n variables, then adds at most one new function each time a
variable is eliminated.
We therefore need only show that the cost of computing the derivative of each of these functions is O(rw), where
r is the largest domain of any of the variables, and w is the tree-width. We will consider the general case, using the
notation from the Eq. (B.2), where fI,1 = Elim(XJ , Join(bXJ )).
Combining Eqs. (B.3) and (B.4), we obtain
∂y
∂fJ,
= Elim
(
Z, Join
(
∂y
∂fI,1
, {fJ,k | k = }
))
(B.6)
Now consider the variables involved in the join
Scheme
(
∂y
∂fI,1
)
= Scheme(fI,1)
Scheme(fJ,k) ⊂ Scheme(fI,1)∪ {XJ } ∀k
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as |Scheme(fI,1)| is at most the tree-width w.
Therefore joining the required tables in Eq. (B.6) requires O(rw+1) = O(rw) time and space (as r is a constant).
Of course, after the join computation is done, the algorithm will then marginalize out the variables in Z (Eq. (B.5)) to
produce a function (for the derivative) that has, at most, w variables. The cost of marginalization is at most the cost of
the join, and so the overall complexity of computing a single derivative is O(rw). 
Proof of Observation 5. As noted above, we need only consider the CPtables of nodes that are not d-separated
from the query node H, which means we need consider only this single H node. The variance σ˜ 2h|e is therefore the
variance associated with this single Dirichlet-distributed variable, which is σ 2H = P(h) (1 − P(h))/(1 + mH). (Recall
P(h) = q(Θˆ).) As H has no parents, each of the n training instances contributes to one of its Dirichlet parameters.
As H is k-ary and we start with uniform priors, this means mH = k + n. (Note we could also derive this value using
Eqs. (A.2) and (A.1).) 
Proof of Theorem 6. As we sweep over the vh|e(C|f) terms, we need to consider three cases, depending on the query
variable H: (i) H is C, (ii) H appears in F, or (iii) neither.
Case (iii): If H = C and H /∈ F, then vh|e(C|F = f) = 0.14
Here, as the evidence variables E includes every variable except H, it includes both C and all of F. To simplify
notation, write E = {. . . , +c, +f, . . .} to indicate the specific assignments used, where +f = [+f1, . . . , +fj ] refers
to E’s assignment to all of C’s parents.
Notice vh|e(C| − f) = 0 whenever −f = +f:
P(c,−f,h | e) = P(c, F = −f ,h | . . . , F = +f , . . .)= 0
Similarly P(c,−f | e) = 0, P(−f,h | e) = 0 and P(−f | e) = 0.
We therefore consider only F = +f. Here P(+f,h | e) = P(+f,h | . . . ,+f, . . .) = P(h | e) and P(+f | e) = 1, which
we use to reduce the bottom line of Eq. (A.1):[
P(+f,h | e)− P(h | e)P(+f | e)]2 = [P(h | e) − P(h | e) × 1]2 = 0
Now consider the top part of Eq. (A.1), and observe we need only consider the value of +c value of C within
the summation. (For each −c = +c, P(−c,+f,h | e) = P(−c,+f,h | . . . ,+c, . . .) = 0.) As above, we have that
P(c,+f,h | e) = P(c,h | e) and P(c,+f | e) = P(c | e). Hence,
∑
c∈C
1
Θˆc|+f
[
P(c,+f,h | e)− P(h | e) P(c,+f | e)]2
= 1
Θˆ+c|+f
[
P(+c,+f,h | e)− P(h | e) P(+c,+f | e)]2
= 1
Θˆ+c|+f
[
P(h | e)− P(h | e)× 1]2 = 0
Case (i): If H= C, where H’s parents are M = {Mi}, then
v+h|e(H| + m) = P(+h | e)2
[∑
h∈H
P(h | e)2
Θˆh|+m
+ [1 − 2P(+h | e)]
Θˆ+h|+m
]
and v+h|e(H| − m) = 0
for −m = +m.
As argued above, this v+h|e(H|m) value is 0 when M = −m = +m (the value used within e). When M = +m, we
can again omit the M = m from the various equations; again, this means the second line of Eq. (A.1) is 0. Hence, as
the value of the query variable h= +c,
14 Note this follows from the observation that this condition means H⊥C,F|E. We include this case as it provides useful analysis and notation.
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∑
h∈H
1
Θˆh|+m
[
P(h,+m,+h | e)− P(+h | e) P(h,+m | e)]2
= 1
Θˆ+h|+m
[
P(+h | e)− P(+h | e) P(+h | e)]2
+
∑
h=+h
1
Θˆh|+m
[
P(h,+h | e)− P(+h | e) P(h | e)]2
= 1
Θˆ+h|+m
[
P(+h | e)[1 − P(+h | e)]]2 + ∑
h=+h
1
Θˆh|+m
[
P(+h | e) P(h | e)]2
= P(+h | e)2
[ [1 − P(+h | e)]2
Θˆ+h|+m
+
∑
h=+h
P(h | e)2
Θˆh|+m
]
= P(+h | e)2
[∑
h∈H
P(h | e)2
Θˆh|+m
+ [1 − 2P(+h | e)]
Θˆ+h|+m
]
Case (ii): If H ∈ F, then write C’s parents as F = {H} ∪U, and assume the evidence E = e contains both U = +u
and C= +c. Using the same arguments as above, we know that vh|e(C|h,−u) = 0 for any −u = +u. We therefore
consider only U = +u, and can then reduce Eq. (A.1) as . . .
v+h|e(C|h,+u) =
⎡
⎢⎣
∑
c∈C
1
Θˆc|h,+u
[
P(c,h,+u,+h | e)− P(+h | e)P(c,h,+u | e)]2
− [P(h,+u,+h | e)− P(+h | e)P(h,+u | e)]2
⎤
⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎣
1
Θˆ+c|h,+u
[
P(h,+h | e)− P(+h | e) P(h | e)]2
− [P(h,+h | e)− P(+h | e)P(h | e)]2
⎤
⎥⎦
(This uses the fact that each term in the summation with c = +c is 0.)
If H= +h, this is
v+h|e(C| + h,+u) =
⎡
⎢⎣
1
Θˆ+c|+h,+u
[
P(+h | e) − P(+h | e)P(+h | e)]2
− [P(+h | e) − P(+h | e)P(+h | e)]2
⎤
⎥⎦
= [P(+h | e)(1 − P(+h | e))]2
[
1
Θˆ+c|+h,+u
− 1
]
but if h′ = +h,
v+h|e(C|h′,+u) =
[
P(+h | e)P(h′ | e)]2[ 1
Θˆ+c|h′,+u
− 1
]

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